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SVA WRAP-UP

O

nce again we present our
annual report of the Winewise
Small Vigneron Awards (SVA).
Once again I apologise for the lateness
of the hard copy, This year, the judging
was held two weeks later than normal
because of the unavailability of our
judging venue at Thoroughbred Park,
Canberra. Apparently the gallopers
have priority over the guzzlers.
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We are always in the awkward position
of tasting for the October issue before
we finish the August edition, and
the extra two weeks delay made
that situation worse. We hope you
understand. The October issue is
already taking shape. We hope you’ve
been kept up to date by our web site
and Winewise Alerts.
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The SVA was, once again, a great
success, unearthing new stars and
adding further lustre to others. We
thank all entrants and the high-calibre
judges who support our event.
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The most exciting categories of
Australian wine, chardonnay and
shiraz, again took centre stage, but
some exciting left fielders put up their
hands as well.
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Page 26 Sparkling
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Please pay particular attention to
producers who won multiple trophies
and medals. You can follow them with
confidence.
We now look forward to the 2012
Winewise Championship tasting in
February where the best from the SVA
meet the cream of Australia’s best wine
shows.
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Cheers,

Our first look at the 2011 whites,
including our regular Hunter
Semillon tasting.
35 Years of Wolf Blass Black Label
Cutting-edge Yarra Valley wines
Sparkling wines, shiraz and more
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RIESLING

T

he stars predictably hail from
regions that have firmly made
their marks with riesling. All
share a purity of varietal expression,
and reflect winemaking where attention
to detail is paramount.
No 2011s made the cut, but all were
bottled only a short time before judging.
We choose not to voice hasty opinions
of them.

Outstanding

August 2011

2006 Sons Of Eden Freya Riesling
Still fresh and limey, showing just
a little bottle age. Very enjoyable
drinking, but doesn’t have quite the
intensity of the top two. ($30.00)
SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2010 Halfmoon Riesling This is
a racy, limey riesling in which the
steely acidity is balanced by a touch of
sweetness. However, it is, appropriately,
the fruit that drives the vibrant palate.
Delicious drinking. ($18.00) Excellent
Value SILVER
10.5% Screwcap

Recommended
2009 Eden Springs Riesling Has
strong varietal floral-lime aromas and
a lively acid impact. Just tapers off
slightly on the finish. ($N/A) SILVER
11.5% Screwcap
2006 Delatite Riesling Nearing its
peak, but delivers strong varietal flavour
enhanced by some toasty development
and fresh acidity. ($22.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap

2010 Pooley Margaret Pooley Tribute
Riesling This superb example of cool
climate riesling thrilled all who tasted
it. The nose is fragrantly varietal,
and the palate is long and intense,
without being heavy or propped up
by sweetness. The acid backbone
carries the flavour and delivers a clean,
lingering finish. Cellar at least five
years. ($45.00) GOLD
12.5% Screwcap

Highly Recommended
2010 Eden Springs High Eden
Riesling A classic regional style
offering floral tones on the nose
and hints of citrus on a long, clean,
satisfying palate. It’s beginning to
drink well now, but will continue
to deliver the goods for a few years.
($N/A) GOLD
12.0% Screwcap

2010 Pooley Coal River Riesling
Sweetness is astutely used in this
riesling to balance the very lively
acidity. High quality fruit shows
through on a satisfying, linear palate.
($27.00) SILVER
12.5% Screwcap

All the above are excellent expressions
of variety and region. There is a range
of styles and ages. Don’t pass riesling
by.

No. wines tasted 51
Judges: Tim Knappstein, Corinna
Wright, Lex Howard
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Semillon

he judges always look forward to
the semillon classes where, not
unexpectedly, they encounter
some of Australia’s best white wines. The
older examples are particularly special.
There was a strong showing across all
classes, with the possible exception
of the class of 2011, where judgment
is best deferred at this early stage.

Outstanding
2010 Mistletoe Reserve Semillon
What a superb young wine this is! It
has vibrant, creamy/lemony aromas
which lead to a delicately structured
palate displaying great fruit intensity
and excellent balance. The flavours are
long and sustained, with seamlessly
integrated acid. Put some of this in
your cellar. Taste again in five years,
but keep the rest for at least another
five. ($24.00) Excellent Value TOP
GOLD (2010) & TROPHY
11.3% Screwcap
2006 Coolangatta Estate Semillon
Last year’s SVA Trophy winner, just
pipped this year by the younger
Mistletoe. This wine is drinking
beautifully but still has a long life
ahead of it. The pale lemon colour
says it all, and there are fresh citrus
aromas and flavours which are just
beginning their development phase.
The palate is long and lingering, with
a wonderful crisp finish. ($45.00) TOP
GOLD (Older)
10.3% Screwcap

August 2011

2009 Coolangatta Estate
Wollstonecraft Semillon Here’s
another great young example which
has many years ahead of it. This is
going to win many trophies as it ages,
due primarily to its acidstructure
and intense, persistent flavours. The
wine has enticing citrus aromas and
is impeccably balanced. Cellar away!
($22.00) Excellent Value TOP GOLD
(2009 & 2008)
10.3% Screwcap
2007 Thomas Wines Braemore
Semillon This wine and its 2006
counterpart have consistently
performed well in the Awards since
they were first exhibited. Vibrant
green colour. Very fresh aromas and,
on the palate, equally fresh fruit of
considerable depth, with tingling crisp
acidity. Delicious drinking, but just
keep cellaring. ($45.00) GOLD
10.5% Screwcap
2006 Thomas Wines Braemore
Semillon This wine won the SVA
Semillon Trophy in 2008 and it’s
still kicking goals. What’s more it’s
nowhere near its peak. It has youthful
aromas and a delicate texture,with
intense and lingering citrus flavours.
($45.00) GOLD
10.3% Screwcap
2004 Gartelmann Benjamin
Semillon This is a lovely wine which
is right in the drinking zone. The
aromas are complex and inviting,
while the palate is flavoursome, long
and lingering. Probably peaking but,
under screwcap, will keep well for a
few more years yet. ($N/A) GOLD
10.0% Screwcap
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Highly Recommended
2009 Mistletoe Reserve Semillon
This is a wine ready for the long
haul. From the very good colour and
the youthful, citrus aromas to the
flavoursome, yet delicate palate. The
acidity is fresh, crisp and inviting.
($26.00) GOLD
10.6% Screwcap
2010 Coolangatta Estate Semillon
There is a lemon-fresh lift to the nose
of this wine, while the palate displays
vibrant, lingering acidity. That acid
provides the platform for the abundant,
youthful fruit to develop with bottle
age. Cellar five years before tasting
again. ($20.00) Excellent Value GOLD
12.1% Screwcap
2010 Ridgeview Generations Reserve
Semillon This wine has a very delicate
texture and subtle lees characters,
prompting one taster to suggest that it
was Sancerre in style. The aromas are
youthful as are the other components
of the wine which may come together a
little earlier than some other examples.
($25.00) SILVER
11.5% Screwcap
2005 Tintilla Estate Hunter Semillon
Here’s another youthful wine. The
colour is vibrant lemon matched by
the fresh citrus aromas. The palate is
lively, with good depth of flavour and
reasonable length. ($35.00) SILVER
11.0% Screwcap
2011 Thomas Wines The OC Semillon
Attractive, fresh, lemony aromas. Very
good depth of undeveloped fruit with
a waxy texture, but plenty of citrus
acidity and good persistence. Maybe a
touch broad, but should develop nicely.
($22.00) SILVER
12.2% Screwcap
2006 Meerea Park Alexander Munro
Semillon This is a richly flavoured
wine, with some creamy texture,
suggesting it’s ripe for drinking
now. However, there’s also plenty of
refreshing acidity to provide balance
and keep the wine in good condition
for a few more years. ($35.00) SILVER
11.0% Screwcap

August 2011

2006 Pokolbin Estate Phil Swannell
Semillon Here’s another richly
flavoured wine which is drinking nicely.
There’s some toasty development but
there is also lingering, fresh acidity
which provides balance and zest.
($28.00) SILVER
10.7% Screwcap

Recommended
2008 Hungerford Hill Reserve
Semillon The wine’s aromas are
reminiscent of green straw while the
palate exhibits very high acidity. It’s
a little unforgiving at the moment but,
in many ways, its typical of the ‘08s
in their current stage of development.
($35.00) SILVER
9.3% Screwcap
2010 Thomas Wines Braemore
Semillon There is an attractive
delicacy about this wine. It’s fresh and
quite undeveloped, with an underlying
acid backbone, suggesting the best is
yet to come. Cellar! ($28.00) SILVER
11.5% Screwcap
2009 Pokolbin Estate Ken Bray
Semillon A flavoursome style which
is yet to come together. It has a
soapy texture balanced by good citrus
flavours and fresh acidity. ($25.00)
SILVER
11.0% Screwcap

No. wines tasted 58
Judges: Andrew Spinaze, Len
Sorbello, Simon Killeen

Photo P4: (Left to right) Simon,
Andrew, Len, David Yeates (associate
judge)
on
Simon Killeen
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SAUVIGNON
BLANC

SAUVIGNON BLANC &
SEMILLON BLENDS

eemingly everyone’s favourite,
sauvignon blanc failed to thrill
the judges. Where were the
intense, flinty, textural wines?

he judges found more joy with
the blends than they did with
the straight sauvignon blancs.
Margaret River has made this category
its own.

Highly Recommended

Outstanding

2010 KarriBindi Sauvignon Blanc
Strongly varietal, and still fresh,
showing elements of gooseberry,
passionfruit and capsicum. Drinking
at its best now. ($20.00) Excellent
Value SILVER
12.3% Screwcap

2010 Warner Glen Estate Frog Belly
Sauvignon Blanc Semillon This is a
particularly vibrant white, all the more
impressive for being in bottle for a year.
The gooseberry characteristics reflect
perfect ripeness, and there’s a touch
of minerality that greatly enhances the
racy palate. ($18.00) Excellent Value
GOLD & TROPHY
12.9% Screwcap

S

Recommended
2011 Mike Press Adelaide Hills
Sauvignon Blanc This very well
made wine is vibrant and clean,
offering an attractive combination of
herbal and tropical characteristics.
Very enjoyable short-term drinking.
($12.00) Excellent Value SILVER
11.5% Screwcap
2010 Laurel Bank Sauvignon Blanc
A very enjoyable textural style with
plenty of varietal character and a
suggestion of sweetness. ($22.00)
SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
Given the results, we have to say that
sauvignon blanc was disappointing this
time around. Oxidation, greenness,
phenolic hardness and excessive
sweetness showed themselves too
frequently. However, there was more
to like in the sauvignon blanc blends.
No. wines tasted 46
Judges: Ian McKenzie, Adam Foster,
Ray Wilson

T

Highly Recommended
2011Beach Head (By Credaro)
Sauvignon Blanc Semillon An utterly
delicious young wine that is packed
with gooseberry and citrus flavours
culminating in a lively acid finish.
($18.00) Excellent Value GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2010 Cape Naturaliste Semillon
Sauvignon Blanc The linearity and
persistence of this wine are impressive,
as are the grassy/citrus aromas and
flavours. Enjoy this stylish blend now.
($20.00) Excellent Value GOLD
2010 Celestial Bay Semillon
Sauvignon Blanc Shows attractive
herbal notes supporting faintly tropical
aromas and flavours. The palate is
creamy and long. ($18.00) Excellent
Value SILVER
13.0% Screwcap

Recommended

finish is clean and uplifting. ($21.00)
SILVER
13.5% Screwcap

2011 Lenton Brae Semillon
Sauvignon Blanc This is a fresh,
generously flavoured drink-now style
with rich gooseberry flavour and
excellent acidity. ($25.00) SILVER
12.5% Screwcap

No. wines tasted 29
Judges: James Halliday, David
Bicknell, Sarah Pidgeon, Bryan
Currie, Deb Pearce, Phil Trickett

2011 Redgate Margaret River
Sauvignon Blanc Semillon Just a
little advanced, but is packed with
nettle and green pea flavours. The acid
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CHARDONNAY

T

his is where it’s really happening.
The “fashion” drinkers simply don’t
know what they’re missing, and
almost certainly don’t care. The wines
reviewed below are complex and intense,
made for enthusiasts.

Outstanding
2009 Hutton Triptych Margaret River
Chardonnay To prevail over such strong
opposition is quite an achievement, but
this wine carried it off. It’s powerful
yet restrained, and ticks all the boxes
– creaminess, length, complexity and
balance. What’s more, it’s still evolving, so
expect it to be even better when you try it.
($40.00) GOLD & TROPHY
13.6% Screwcap
2009 Leura Park Estate Block 1 Reserve
Chardonnay This is certainly a chardonnay
of substance, yet no component is
overstated. There are layers of complexity
here together with freshness, persistence
and balance. ($45.00) GOLD
14.0% Screwcap
2009 Philip Shaw No.11 Chardonnay The
cool regional Orange district character is
showcased beautifully in this very well
crafted chardonnay. A strong acid line runs
through the long palate which is creamy,
intense and complex. Yet to reach its peak.
($35.00) GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Cannibal Creek Chardonnay
Gippsland is beginning to look like
chardonnay territory. This wine is
youthful, varietal and complex – clearly
of cool region origins. The palate is totally
harmonious, with oak and barrel ferment
complexity singing background to the fruit.
($N/A) GOLD
13.2% Screwcap
2010 Punters Corner Single Vineyard
Chardonnay Some good chardonnays
have been made in Coonawarra, but we
can’t recall any better than this one. It’s
a vibrant white peach/grapefruit style
with hints of crème brulée. The texture is
appealing, as is the clean finish. ($26.00)
Excellent Value GOLD
13.5% Screwcap

August 2011

2009 Mistletoe Reserve Chardonnay This
label has been at the top end of Hunter
chardonnay for several years. It has all
the richness expected, but also remarkable
freshness. It’s a very complex wine but the
fruit carries all the enhancements with ease.
($40.00) GOLD
13.5% Screwcap

Highly Recommended
2010 Warwick Billings Wowique Blanc
If you’re looking for a classy chardonnay
to drink now, here’s one to consider. This
Adelaide Hills wine is full flavoured and
complex, with rich melon and cashew
flavours. ($24.00) Excellent Value GOLD
12.8% Screwcap
2010 Freycinet Chardonnay This is a
vibrant, complex chardonnay with a
“juicy”, peachy palate built around a spine
of acidity. Impressive. ($30.00) GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2008 Oakdene Elizabeth Chardonnay
An excellent example of elegance meeting
complexity. This is a multi-faceted chardonnay of great length. ($30.00) GOLD
13.1% Screwcap
2010 A. Rodda Beechworth Chardonnay
This is a very exciting debut wine for
Anthony Rodda. The intensity of fruit,
freshness, complexity and balance of this
wine all impress. ($40.00) GOLD
13.0% Screwcap
2009 Hungerford Hill Tumbarumba
Chardonnay Although it’s a fully worked
chardonnay, it certainly has the fruit and
acidity to carry the artefact. An impressive
wine that is drinking well. ($28.00) GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Juniper Estate Chardonnay If you
like your chardonnay with all the options,
here’s one to look for. It has plenty of barrel
ferment character and the toasty oak is very
seductive. Enjoy it now. ($34.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2008 Curly Flat Chardonnay Phillip
Moraghan makes chardonnays that build in
bottle, and this one is a great example. The
power of this wine is almost subliminal, but
it certainly can’t be denied. The complexity
is emerging in the form of toasted nuts and
butter, but the backbone of acidity balances
and extends the palate. ($47.00) SILVER
12.8% Screwcap
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The stewarding panel
2009 Balgownie Estate Yarra Valley
Chardonnay The essence of this wine is
finesse, and to preserve that finesse the
winemaking was light-handed. The oak is
low-key and the cool climate fruit shines.
($24.00) Excellent Value SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2010 Montalto The Eleven Chardonnay
Shows excellent cool-grown characteristics
together with well-judged barrel ferment
input and a touch of minerality. Fresh
acidity supports the nicely integrated
flavours. ($55.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2010 Shadowfax Chardonnay There’s
plenty of flavour here – ripe fruit, lees and
solids character – but there’s also a degree
of finesse. ($30.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Lobethal Road Bacchant Chardonnay
A well crafted wine with generous peachy
characteristics, good length and balance.
It’s beginning to shine. ($42.00) SILVER
13.2% Screwcap
2009 Barringwood Park Northbank
Chardonnay This is a very appealing,
“Chablis” style with apple-citrus varietal
flavour and good length. ($28.00) SILVER
12.1% Screwcap

August 2011

2010 Elmswood Estate Chardonnay
Here’s a chardonnay showing how barrel
ferment components can add positively as
long as there is sufficient fruit intensity and
freshness.. ($25.00) SILVER
12.5% Screwcap
2010 Philip Shaw No.11 Chardonnay This
is a very well made, backward chardonnay
with all the desired elements – intensity,
creaminess and positive acidity. The oak
shows at the moment. ($35.00) SILVER
12.3% Screwcap
2010 Lenton Brae Wilyabrup Chardonnay
Quite citrus-like and restrained. It’s fresh
and varietal, with subtle complex notes.
Needs time. ($60.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2010 Brown Magpie Chardonnay This is
a very complex chardonnay with texture
and secondary character. ($22.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2010 Jack Rabbit Vineyard Chardonnay
Lees characteristics show on the nose
and the cool-area fruit leads o a crisp acid
finish.. ($30.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Balgownie Estate Chardonnay This
is a complex chardonnay with bright fruit
and good lees input. The oak is just a touch
obvious on the finish. Give it 12 months.
($45.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
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2010 Provenance Chardonnay A funky,
buttery style with good up-front flavour
and a finish which is lifted by lively acidity.
($N/A) SILVER
12.0% Screwcap

2008 Brandy Creek Wines Oaked
Chardonnay This is an attractive white
peach style with subtle complexity and a
good line of acidity. ($25.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap

2010 Witchmount Olivia’s Paddock
Chardonnay There’s plenty of colour, but
this wine is drinking very well, showing
good fruit, acidity and smoky/nutty
overtones. ($29.00) SILVER
13.8% Screwcap

2008 Mt Moriac Estate Chardonnay Lots
of everything here – fruit, nuts, toastiness
and underlying acidity. ($30.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap

2009 Curly Flat Chardonnay The
complexity of this wine has grown to
match the developing fruit. A rich, long,
balanced chardonnay that is close to its
peak. ($47.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2010 Seville Estate The Barber Chardonnay
This is a very appealing fruit-driven
chardonnay with background nutty
complexity. ($20.00) SILVER
12.5% Screwcap
2010 Bourke Street Chardonnay The
creaminess and drinkability of this
Canberra district chardonnay are its strong
points. Add to that fresh citrus/white
peach aromas and flavours and it’s difficult
to stop at one glass. ($21.00) SILVER
12.5% Screwcap

Recommended
2009 Lenton Brae Wilyabrup Chardonnay
Slightly lean, but shows good melon-lemon
varietal character. Acid still drives the
finish. Cellar. ($60.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2008 Goona Warra Vineyard Chardonnay
Well made and enjoyable – strongly
varietal with well handled lees that provide
complexity and texture. ($27.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2010 Holm Oak Chardonnay Although
it’s a little lean, this wine has appealing
melon characteristics and chalky notes.
($30.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2010 Mount Charlie Olivia Chardonnay
A decidedly cool area style with melon
and gooseberry overtones. Complex and
ready. ($20.00)
13.4% Screwcap

2010 Saddlers Creek Reserve Chardonnay
A big rich style with attractive complex
notes. Ready now. ($32.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2010 Tower Estate Hunter Valley
Chardonnay This wine offers peach and
nougat aromas. A substantial but fresh
palate follows. ($30.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2009 Mistletoe Chardonnay A clean, fresh
citrus/white peach style with attractive
barrel ferment notes. ($20.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2010 Hungerford Hill Tumbarumba
Chardonnay Tightly structured, with fruit
characteristics verging on tropical. Fresh,
clean and lively. ($35.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2010 Churchview Margaret River The
Bartondale Chardonnay A fresh, very
clean chardonnay at the elegant end of the
scale, with a clean, crisp finish. ($N/A)
SILVER
Screwcap
2010 Credaro Margaret River Chardonnay
Certainly doesn’t lack oak, but there’s
plenty of varietal character as well. Ready
now. ($32.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2009 Laurance of Margaret River
Chardonnay Ripe and full flavoured,
with appropriate oak. Rich and ready.
($42.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
No. wines tasted 138
Judges: James Halliday, Ian McKenzie,
Tim Knappstein, Andrew Spinaze, David
Bicknell, Sarah Pidgeon, Bryan Currie,
Corinna Wright, Simon Killeen, Adam
Foster, Lex Howard, Phil Trickett, Deb
Pearce, Ray Wilson, Len Sorbello
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OTHER WHITE
VARIETALS

his category is a fertile field for
A u s t r a l i a n v i t i c u l t u r i st s a n d
winemakers. Australia and New
Zealand remain the most open-minded,
unrestricted wine countries in the world.

Outstanding
2010 Baillieu Vineyard Viognier What a
superb expression of viognier this is. The
fruit component is intense but restrained,
hinting at nectarine, melon and ginger.
As good as the nose is, the palate is even
more impressive – minerally and textured
– but in no way oily. A bargain. ($20.00)
Excellent Value GOLD
14.5% Screwcap

Highly Recommended
2011 Tscharke Girl Talk Savagnin This
wine simply has to be the best savagnin
released in Australia. Forget all the toing and fro-ing about what the variety
really is. Taste the wine! By the way, the
Spanish haven’t ‘fessed up how much of
their beloved albariño is really savagnin.
($20.00) Excellent Value GOLD
12.5% Screwcap
2010 Collector Lamp Lit Marsanne The
chairman and James Halliday discussed
savagnin v marsanne at length. Both wines
are truly worthy of their gold medals,
but, on the day, the savagnin prevailed.
The key to this wine is its restraint. Given
the length of flavour and texture, this is
an extraordinary example of marsanne.
($32.95) GOLD
12.8% Screwcap
2010 Topper’s Mountain Wild Ferment
Viognier Here’s a fascinating interpretation
of viognier. On one hand it shows citrus,
white nectarine and ginger varietal aromas
and flavours. Allied with the primary fruit
are complex, funky overtones that enhance
this textural wine. ($N/A) GOLD
13.9% Screwcap

Recommended
2009 Jester Hill Touchstone Verdelho
This is a full-flavoured white with floral
and toast overtones. Ready to drink.
($20.00) SILVER
13.9% Screwcap
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2011 Coolangatta Estate Savagnin
Delicious lemony, citrus, lychee, chalky
flavours. Very well interpreted. Try it.
($22.00) SILVER
12.6% Screwcap
2009 Miceli Iolanda Pinot Grigio Shows
attractive pear and quince characteristics
on a well balanced palate with a suggestion
of sweetness and lively acidity. A good,
fresh, varietal example. ($23.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2010 Madeleines Nangkita Viognier A
very good expression of varietal character,
showing stone fruit characteristics, excellent
texture and length. ($20.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2010 Steinbornes Caroliene Marsanne
Shows obvious varietal honeysuckle
overtones, but is ready and full-flavoured.
Now. ($N/A) SILVER
12.8% Screwcap
2010 Witches Falls Fiano A delightfully
rich white showing peach and honeysuckle
overtones. This is an excellent example of
how good fiano can be.($20.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2011 Riposte The Stiletto Adelaide Hills
Pinot Gris A crisp, apple-like grigio style
that is fresh and varietal. ($20.00) SILVER
12.0% Screwcap
2011 Di Lusso Estate Vermentino This
is a clean, crisp, apple-like white that is a
pleasure to drink. ($23.00) SILVER
12.9% Screwcap
2010 Lobethal Road Pinot Gris Fresh, well
made and varietal, with nicely managed
residual sugar contributing texture and
weight. ($22.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2011 Heafod Glen Verdelho This is an
appealing dry white showing stone fruit,
citrus and lychee aromas and flavours. The
palate finishes firmly. ($26.00) SILVER
11.70% Screwcap
2010 Gatt Accent Viognier Shows
attractive peach and ginger notes together
with a firm finish. ($N/A) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
We urge you to support these wines and
continue your exploration into the world
of wine.
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SWEET WHITE

S

weet white covers everything
from faintly sweet to very sweet,
so we created two classes – one to
accommodate off-dry to medium-sweet
and the other for genuine “stickies”.
Even so, and despite the fact that some
of the medium-sweet wines pleased
the judges, the rich, complex wines of
Leeton-based Lillypilly dominated.

Outstanding
2008 Lillypilly Noble Blend This is a
very luscious wine which shows honey,
orange and dried apricot aromas and
flavours. The botrytis is very clean,
adding its own dimension to this vibrant,
beautifully balanced sweet white.
($22.50/375 ml) GOLD & TROPHY
11.0% Screwcap
2002 Lillypilly Noble Blend Take all of the
above and add six years’ bottle age. This wine
has a great show record, and it’s easy to see
why. Honeyed apricot overtones contribute
complexity to the intense, luscious palate.
($38.50/375 ml) GOLD12.5% Screwcap

Highly Recommended
2010 Elgee Park Delice Late Harvest
Riesling This wine is in its drinking
window, and offers plenty for the
price. There’s a hint of dried apricot
botrytis to the nose which also reflects
citrus fruit. A very good medium-sweet
style. ($25.00) Excellent Value GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2011 Kies Family Wines White Barossa
Semillon Riesling The vibrancy of
this delicious young sweet white is a
real winner. Sweet enough to enjoy
with plain apple tart, this wine shows
characteristics of orange rind and
lime. ($15.00) Excellent Value GOLD
11.5% Screwcap
2010 Centennial Autumn Late Harvest
Chardonnay Shows some development, but
the apricot and marmalade complexity of
this luscious wine lifts it out of the ordinary.
Rich, fascinating drinking. ($25.00) SILVER
Screwcap
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2011 Robert Stein Half Dry Riesling This
wine really is a baby. It’s beginning to show
floral, lime and apple aromas and the palate
is quite slatey, with a touch of sweetness
balanced by lively acidity. ($N/A) SILVER
10.0% Screwcap

Recommended
2010 Lerida Estate Lake George Botrytis
Pinot Gris Pronounced marmalade botrytis
aromas show out, as do peach and caramel
varietal characteristics. A luscious, flavourpacked wine. ($24.00/375 ml) SILVER
11.7% Screwcap
2010 Holm Oak TGR Riesling An
intensely limey riesling with honeysuckle
overtones. The racy acidity balances
the sweetness quite nicely. A
good apéritif style. ($22.00) SILVER
8.0% Screwcap
2010 Quealy May Harvest This wine
certainly has some impact. It’s very
perfumed in the muscat sense, and shows
hints of musk-stick and rose petal. Perhaps
it needs a touch more acidity, but it’s a
very enjoyable drink. ($25.00 SILVER)
Screwcap
No. wines tasted 38
Judges: Tim Knappstein, Deb Pearce,
Phil Trickett

THE WINEWISE RATING SCALE
Outstanding Exceptional by any
standard - a world class wine
Highly Recommended A very fine
wine which is a faultless example of
the style
Recommended Has no faults and
offers most enjoyable drinking
Agreeable Lacks intensity, or may
have minor blemishes, but is still a
pleasant drink.
Acceptable Decidedly run of the mill,
and/or obviously deficient in some
way or other
Unacceptable A wine that, in our view,
provides no drinking pleasure.
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ROSÉ

osé is often a vexing subject for
wine judges. We all see a place for
well made rosé; in fact we enjoy
drinking fresh, lively, balanced examples.
Rosé can, and should be, a refreshing
accompaniment for light summer dishes.

WINEWISE HALF
DOZEN
Phillips Cellars has put together the
following wines, drawn from this
year’s SVA, for this issue’s Half-Dozen:

The truth is that many producers make rosé
as an afterthought, and few understand
the style. On the judging bench at least
half the class can usually be disregarded
on colour alone. On one hand there are
the deep-hued light dry reds; on the
other are the pale, oxidized examples
with more than a little browning evident.
The three that made the cut satisfy all our
criteria for rosé. All were considered for
gold but fell slightly short. Nevertheless,
you can purchase any of the three
with confidence. They were a long
way ahead of the rest of the entries.

Highly Recommended
2011 Ironwood Estate Rocky Rosé
This is a skillfully made rosé in which
the vibrant palate carries a touch of
sweetness which is nicely balanced
by fine tannins and refreshing acidity.
($15.00) Excellent Value SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2011 Halifax Holiday Grenache Rosé
The salmon pink colour is bright, as
are the aromas and flavours. This is an
uncompromisingly dry rosé, but it has
the fruit and balance to deliver very
satisfying drinking. ($24.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2011 Mike Press Adelaide Hills Rosé
Pinot Noir A very good pale pink rosé
with appealing aromas of strawberry and
other red berries. The fresh palate is dry and
delicious. ($12.00) Excellent Value SILVER
11.0% Screwcap
No. wines tasted 32
Judges: Andrew Spinaze, David
Bicknell, Bryan Currie, Len
Sorbello, Deb Pearce, Simon Killeen
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•

2010 Warner Glen Estate
Frog Belly Sauvignon Blanc
Semillon [Margaret River,
WA] - Gold & Trophy for Best
Semillon/Sauvignon Blend

•

2010 Madeleines Nangkita
Viognier [Fleurieu Peninsula,
SA] - Silver;

•

2011 Mike Press Chardonnay
[Adelaide Hills, SA] - Silver;

•

2009 Saracen Estates
Cabernet Merlot [Margaret
River, WA] - Gold & Trophy for
Best Bordeaux Blend

•

2009 Madeleine’s Nangkita
Shiraz [Fleurieu Peninsula
SA] - Gold;

•

2009 Sanguine Estate
Progeny Shiraz [Heathcote,
Vic] - Top Gold.

This great selection is only $110.00
per half-dozen, plus freight as follows:
NSW/ACT - $11.00; VIC - $8.00;
SA - $11.00; QLD up to Mackay $19.00; QLD above Mackay - $22.00;
NT - $30.00; WA - $27.00; TAS - $15.00
Order from:
Phillips Cellars & Regional Wine Centre
52 Vaughan St, Shepparton Vic 3630
Telephone 03 5821 2051; Fax 03
5831 5173
Payment by cheque or credit card
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PINOT NOIR

A

ustralians are blessed by having
access to pinot noirs of world class,
but they don’t realize it. They
would rather pay high prices for ordinary
burgundy, and even rate New Zealand as
a better pinot noir country than their own.
We urge you to buy local and experience
some exceptional wines – like these.

Outstanding
2008 Barringwood Park Mill Block
Pinot Noir After scoring gold with this
wine last year, Barringwood Park bags
the trophy in 2011. The vineyard is just
south of Devonport in Tasmania, and
it has been a very consistent producer
of high quality. This three year old
wine is very fresh, and has a fine tannin
structure which contributes to the velvety
mouthfeel of the long-flavoured palate.
Very stylish, ultra-varietal, and worth
putting away for another couple of years.
($35.00) Excellent Value GOLD & TROPHY
13.8% Screwcap
2009 Freycinet Pinot Noir Freycinet, another
very consistent Tasmanian producer,
completes a 1-2 for the apple isle. There’s
good depth of colour here, and the nose
shows fragrant dark cherry aromas which
are reflected on a palate that is “supremely
elegant and effortlessly long” in the words
of one of the judges. ($55.00) GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2010 Cannibal Creek Pinot Noir Here
we have the serious emergence of a
quiet achiever. The winery is situated in
Gippsland, about 12 km east of Pakenham,
and quality has been on a steady upward
curve. This yet to be released pinot
is fragrant, long-flavoured and finely
structured. The palate is impressively
linear and supple. ($N/A) GOLD
13.4% Screwcap
2010 Seville Estate Pinot Noir An
attractively spicy pinot noir of excellent
colour and intensity. The flavours are in
the dark cherry range and are beautifully
complemented by high quality oak and fine
tannins. ($30.00) Excellent Value GOLD
13.0% Screwcap
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2009 Paringa Estate Pinot Noir It’s difficult
to imagine a Small Vigneron Awards
judging where Paringa Estate doesn’t
feature in the pinot noir taste-off. The 2009
is fresh and powerful, packed with dark
cherry flavour supported by stylish, slightly
toasty oak. It has years to go. ($60.00) GOLD
14.5% Screwcap

Highly Recommended
2009 Laurel Bank Pinot Noir The intense
dark cherry aromas and flavours are very
appealing, and the persistence of the palate
is very impressive. The toasty, slightly
smoky oak needs a little more time to
integrate. All this wine requires is a couple
more years in bottle. ($33.00) GOLD
13.6% Screwcap
2010 Bourke Street Pinot Noir A very
appealing early drinking pinot noir
with a hint of stemmy complexity
and a deliciously supple palate.
($21.00) Excellent Value SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2010 Matilda’s Estate Pinot Noir Quite a
big pinot noir, with plenty of colour and
flavour. The fruit weight is matched by
oak, but, overall, this is a rich, fleshy, full
and smooth pinot noir. ($35.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2010 Riposte The Sabre Pinot Noir
This full-flavoured pinot offers
fragrant red fruits aromas which
translate to a long palate supported by
a very good tannin structure. It needs
a couple more years. ($30.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2009 Honey Moon Vineyard Adelaide
Hills Pinot Noir A substantial pinot
with abundant morello cherry fruit and
a firm structure. It shows its oak at the
moment and needs time to integrate
all the components. ($41.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2009 Holm Oak Pinot Noir This is a
bright, powerful wine that is strongly
varietal. The oak is just a little obvious
at the moment, but there’s definitely
potential here. ($32.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
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Continued from Page 20

2009 Lerida Estate Lake George Josephine
Pinot Noir This wine is on the rise and still
evolving. The nose is opening up, showing
some fragrance and red berry. The palate is
long, but still quite firm. ($78.00) SILVER
13.9% Screwcap

2009 Credaro Cabernet Sauvignon
Has both very ripe and slightly green
characteristics. The freshness is
commendable, but this wine is from
the big end of town. ($N/A) SILVER
Screwcap

2010 Yarrawood Tall Tales Pinot Noir
Quite elegant and approachable, with
fragrance and suppleness. A very enjoyable
varietal drink now.($22.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap

2009 Higher Plane Cabernet
Sauvignon Another rich, ripe, varietal
cabernet with plenty of structure and
oak. Needs time. ($48.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap

2009 Oakdene Peta’s Pinot Noir A
substantial dark berry, brambly pinot noir
with plenty of tannin to match the fruit.
Needs time to soften. ($30.00) SILVER
13.6% Screwcap

2008 Koppamurra Barrel Selection
Wrattonbully Cabernet Sauvignon
Has powerful and fresh varietal fruit,
but the oak is overstated. ($25.00)
SILVER
14.8% Screwcap

2010 Baillieu Vineyard Pinot Noir A
perfumed style with plenty of varietal
character and a touch of stemminess. A
little firm on the finish. ($35.00) BRONZE
12.9% Screwcap
2009 Bowhouse Pinot Noir A rich
red berry style that is on the firm side,
but has potential. ($22.00) BRONZE
14.0% Screwcap
As expected, the truly cool regions –
Tasmania, Gippsland, Yarra Valley,
Bellarine Peninsula and Mornington
Peninsula – came to the fore. Honey
Moon Vineyard, Riposte and Bowhouse
represented the Adelaide Hills with
distinction, and let’s not forget Canberra.
Two completely different styles – Bourke
Street and Lerida Estate Josephine
– show that the Canberra district is
very much on the map with pinot noir.
No. wines tasted 87
Judges: Tim Knappstein, David
Bicknell, James Halliday, Lester Jesberg,
Corinna Wright, Deb Pearce, Sarah
Pidgeon, Phil Trickett, Lex Howard

Two Furlongs of Mudgee deserves
special mention for picking up two golds
with beautifully crafted cabernets.

2007 Montgomery’s Hill Cabernet
Sauvignon Both colour and nose are
showing a little age, but there’s good
varietal character and complexity to be
enjoyed here. ($20.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2007 Kenton Hill Vineyard Protero
Cabernet Shows good varietal
fruit, with a touch of leafiness. The
tannins carry just a little greenness.
SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2007 Vintners Ridge Estate Cabernet
Sauvignon The oak is a little to the
fore, but the palate is elegant and
long, with pleasingly savoury tannins.
($23.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2007 Longview Vineyard Devils
Elbow Cabernet Sauvignon Quite
stylish, showing red fruits aromas and
flavours. The finish isn’t long enough
for gold. ($27.00) SILVER
14.9% Screwcap
Good cabernet sauvignon can be
made in many parts of Australia,
but there’s no doubt that it found
ideal homes in Margaret River and
Coonawarra. Between them, the two
regions provided seven of the twelve
gold medal wines including an amazing
three to Saracen Estates. Saracen
Estates also collected the cabernet
blend trophy. Quite a performance.
Cont. previous column
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SHIRAZ

f you can’t find a wine that suits you
from the sixty reviewed here, you’ll
have to face the fact that you just
don’t like shiraz. Many regions and styles
are covered, and the task of deciding
top wine was a difficult one. The top 15
wines below were tasted off for the trophy by Ian McKenzie, Andrew Spinaze,
David Bicknell and Lester Jesberg. The
15 were poured in three groups of five
by Chief Steward Lachlan Ablitt, and the
top wine from each group went into the
final. In the final, the 2009 Harcourt Valley edged out the 2009 Chalkers Crossing and 2009 Sons of Eden Zephyrus.

Outstanding
2009 Harcourt Valley Vineyards Barbara’s Shiraz It won its class (Bendigo
Shiraz), then it won its heat of the tasteoff, and finally it triumphed against the
2009 Chalkers Crossing and 2009 Sons
Of Eden Zephyrus. The spice, violets
and red fruits characteristics are stunningly impressive and fresh. The palate
is long and supremely fine. A worthy
winner, and what a bargain! ($25.00)
Excellent Value
GOLD & TROPHY
Screwcap
2009 Chalkers Crossing Hilltops Shiraz What a impressive wine this is, and
it qualified for the final by edging out
its 2008 sibling in the Cowra, Gundagai,
Hilltops class. From the bright purple
colour to the long, fine palate, this wine
is all class. The blueberry, red berry
and spice aromas are particularly enticing. ($30.00) Excellent Value GOLD
14.0% Screwcap
2009 Sons Of Eden Zephyrus Shiraz This
is a perfectly ripe, vibrant young wine in
which hints of violet perfume enhance the
blackberry nose. The palate is long and
delicious in perfect balance. Enjoy now
– 2020. ($32.00) Excellent Value GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Ravensworth Shiraz Viognier A
beautifully made shiraz which shows
decided northern Rhône characteristics. The palate is silky and long. This
really is a delightful wine, and a classic example of Canberra District shiraz. ($27.00) Excellent Value GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
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2009 Sanguine Estate Progeny Shiraz Surely this isn’t a sub $20.00 shiraz?
Once again we see the value of blind tasting in the recognition of the intensity,
finesse and spiciness of this delightful
shiraz. ($19.95) Excellent Value GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Lobethal Road Shiraz The dark
berry nose carries hints of licorice and
spice. After that, the palate really delivers. The freshness, balance and elegance
are exemplary. Another great success for
the Adelaide Hills region. ($42.00) GOLD
14.2% Screwcap
2009 Mount Avoca Shiraz This wine has
it all – fresh, ripe, spicy fruit, a savoury
texture and firm but balanced tannins.
The persistence of the palate is impressive.
Cellar. ($25.00) Excellent Value GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Meerea Park Alexander Munro
Shiraz The nose is very pretty and fragrant, showing spicy notes. On the palate, this shiraz really delivers the goods,
offering finesse, varietal character, persistence and intensity. ($75.00) GOLD
13.0% Screwcap
2008 Winburndale Solitary Shiraz Now
here’s a shiraz few of our readers would
know about. It’s from a small vineyard
just east of Bathurst, NSW, and quality
has been on the rise for a few years. The
intensity and freshness are very impressive, and the blackberry fruit is lifted by
a touch of spice. This is a winery to follow. ($30.00) Excellent Value GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2008 Paringa Estate The Paringa Shiraz The dark cherry/red berry fruit is
vibrant and concentrated, and the palate is long, with a fine tannin structure.
The classy French oak is a touch prominent, but will integrate. ($80.00) GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Domaine Tournon Shay’s Flat Syrah
A wine with plenty of depth And structure. The tannins are firm but balanced,
and the palate is crammed with varietal
flavour. Definitely cellar. ($35.00) GOLD
14.0% Screwcap
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2008 Sons Of Eden Romulus Shiraz A delightfully rich and plummy
shiraz with vanilla and coffee overtones of well seasoned American oak.
Beautifully fresh regional shiraz of
the highest quality. ($60.00) GOLD
14.5% Cork

Highly Recommended
2010 Brown Magpie Shiraz Has plenty of
colour and dark berry aroma and flavour.
The tannins have a pleasingly savoury
touch, and all this wine needs is some time
in bottle to settle down. ($29.00) GOLD
14.0% Screwcap
2009 Churchview Margaret River Shiraz Very deep, bright colour. The aromas and flavours are very much in
the blackberry zone, and the palate is
concentrated and long. Cellar. GOLD
Screwcap
2008 Fifth Estate Wines Shiraz Plenty
of bang for your buck here. There’s excellent depth of strongly varietal fruit,
and the oak is very well handled. Quite
classy. ($14.00) Excellent Value GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
2008 Chalkers Crossing Hilltops Shiraz
A very richly flavoured shiraz, with blackberry characteristics and spicy/minty
overtones. The palate is long and firm.
Give it time. ($30.00) Excellent Value GOLD
15.0% Screwcap
2009 Bourke Street Shiraz This wine
is an absolute marvel for the price. The
result of a collaboration between Alex
McKay and Nick O’Leary, the Bourke
Street delivers spicy shiraz by the bucket-load but does so with considerable
grace. ($21.00) Excellent Value GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Lerida Estate Lake George Shiraz Viognier The bright, spicy blackberry fruit has considerable appeal, and
the long palate is intense and well balanced. Needs cellaring. ($49.50) GOLD
14.9% Screwcap
2009 Balgownie Estate Black Label
Shiraz There’s plenty of black pepper
and spice in this beautifully made shiraz. The palate is long, fine and satisfying. ($24.00) Excellent Value GOLD
15.0% Screwcap
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2009 She-oak Hill Estate Shiraz The
combination of perfectly ripe fruit and
spiciness is very appealing, as is the nicely
textured, long, balanced palate. GOLD
14.8% Screwcap
2009 Madeleines Nangkita Shiraz This
is a very well made and approachable shiraz. The fresh berry aromas carry a touch
of spice, and the fine, soft tannins add to
the appeal. ($20.00) Excellent Value GOLD
13.9% Screwcap
2009 Honey Moon Vineyard Adelaide
Hills Shiraz The floral nature of the
nose is quite captivating, and the medium-bodied palate is packed with small
berry flavour. Delicious. ($41.00) GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Thomas Wines Kiss Shiraz This
is a fragrant, spicy shiraz with an eyecatching purple colour. It’s packed
with dark berry and cherry flavours all
wrapped up in a fine tannin structure.
Cellar with confidence. ($60.00) GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Fox Gordon Hannah’s Swing Shiraz A very deep-coloured, powerful,
fresh shiraz that is strongly regional. The
oak is a little obvious at the moment.
Give it time to integrate. ($44.95) GOLD
14.0% Screwcap
2009 Ross Hill Pinnacle Shiraz A fascinating, complex shiraz which is quite fragrant.
Perhaps some whole bunch character?
The palate is long and balanced, reflecting
exemplary oak handling. ($40.00) GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
2010 Ernest Hill William Henry Shiraz Here’s a beautifully made young
red that is surprisingly approachable,
but so well balanced that it has a future
as well. The rich red berry nose shows
hints of cinnamon and clove, and the
palate is fine and long. ($35.00) GOLD
13.8% Screwcap
2009 Domaine Tournon Syrah This is a
very perfumed, spicy shiraz of considerable
elegance and length. It will improve with
cellaring. ($15.00) Excellent Value SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2008 Honey Moon Vineyard Adelaide
Hills Shiraz This is a fragrant, spicy, medium-bodied style which, with a little more
structure, would have scored gold. Never-
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theless it is a good example of the positives
of Adelaide Hills shiraz. ($41.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2008 Paringa Estate Shiraz Fresh and
spicy, with dark berry fruit. The palate is
long and finely structured, showing some
well seasoned toasty oak. ($50.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Madeleine’s Pudding Stone
Syrah Viognier
A plummy, slightly spicy shiraz in which the viognier
adds lift to the nose. The oak matches the ripe fruit. ($30.00)
SILVER
14.7% Screwcap
2010
5 Blind Mice Shiraz McLaren Vale This is a clean, fresh, ripe
red with supple tannins. Good
early drinking.
($N/A)
SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2007 Marsh Estate Sinclair Shiraz Plenty
of colour and flavour here. Very much
in the dark berry spectrum, with firmness that needs time to soften. A very
powerful Hunter red. ($65.00) SILVER
13.5% Cork
2009 Hungerford Hill Hillside Shiraz
Very perfumed and elegant. It
isn’t a big wine, but it’s satisfying,
fine and savoury. ($35.00)
SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2010 Eden Road Gundagai Shiraz Shows impressive spice, pepper,
violet aromas. The palate is stronly varietal, but hasn’t quite the intensity for a gold. ($40.00) SILVER
13.0% Screwcap
2006 Deisen Barossa Sweetheart Shiraz
A big, but very good, fresh Barossa with
some perfumed notes and an opulent
palate. If you like substantial reds, this
would be a good choice. ($40.00) SILVER
15.0% Cork
2010 Lenton Brae Shiraz There’s no
missing the toasty oak here, but the
fresh, vibrant red berry fruit is right
up to the job. Give it a few years to
get its act together. ($40.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Even Keel Canberra District Shiraz Sam Coverdale’s Even Keel operation is based in the Mornington Peninsula, and that makes this wine all the
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more commendable. The bouquet is
floral, and the palate is quite tight,
demanding time.
($N/A)
SILVER
13.8% Screwcap
2009 Grove Estate The Cellar Block Shiraz Viognier Shows very impressive dark
berry fruit and spice. The tannins are a little assertive. Needs time. ($35.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2009 Golden Grove Estate Shiraz It’s
always good to see successful wines
from Queensland’s Granite Belt. The
fruit component is vibrant and strongly varietal, and copes well with the
toasty/charry oak. ($20.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap

Recommended
2009 Mount Majura Vineyard Shiraz
Quite concentrated and solid,
without the finesse of the top Canberra wines, but it’s fresh and certainly doesn’t lack flavour.
SILVER
14.8% Screwcap
2009 Philip Shaw No.89 A fragrant, spicy
wine with plenty of immediate appeal,
but it doesn’t have quite enough intensity to match the oak. ($50.00) SILVER
13.8% Screwcap
2009 Thomas Wines Sweetwater Shiraz
This is a vibrant dark cherry shiraz with
hints of freshly tilled earth. The finish is
firm. Give it a few years. ($35.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2010 Mike Press Adelaide Hills Shiraz Here we have unbelievable value
for the price. The colour is crimsonpurple, the nose is fragrant and the
palate delivers more than adequate
fruit, though not quite enough for a
gold. ($14.00) Excellent Value SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2010 DogRock Shiraz Although the
oak is a little prominent, the lifted aromatics, spice and red fruits flavour have
considerable appeal. ($25.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Naked Run BWC Shiraz The very
ripe blackberry fruit makes a big impact
in this rich, mouthfilling shiraz. Fresh and
rewarding. Short term. ($25.00) SILVER
14.8% Screwcap
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2006 Deisen Barossa Backblock Shiraz
Big, rich and satisfying, with commendable
freshness and balance. A classic Barossa
blackberry/licorice style. ($65.00) SILVER
15.0% Cork
2008 Seabrook The Merchant Barossa
Valley Shiraz Another opulent, fresh
Barossa Shiraz with very appealing
blackberry aromas and flavours. The
tannins and oak are very well handled.
Cellar for a few years. ($35.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2008 Sons Of Eden Remus Shiraz There’s
plenty of weight, ripeness and richness
here, together with commendable freshness for a decidedly warm year. An impressive 2008 Barossa red. ($60.00) SILVER
14.5% Cork
2008 Longview Vineyard Yakka Shiraz
Very fresh and spicy, with a gamy touch
and overtones of dark cherry and red
berry. Good drinking. ($27.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Thomas Wines Motel Block Shiraz Really good purple colour. A bit
oaky, but has powerful blackberry/
chocolate fruit as well. ($50.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Juniper Crossing Shiraz Attractively fragrant, with spicy/minty
hints. The red fruits palate is supple
and approachable. ($20.00)
SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2010 Bendigo Wine Estate Shiraz A
delightfully aromatic, plush young
shiraz that gives a lot now, but will
improve in bottle. ($22.00)
SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2010 Beach Head Margaret River Shiraz
Quite a pretty, fragrant shiraz which is already drinkable, but will be even better in
a couple of years. The red berry and spice
flavours make a delicious palate. SILVER
Screwcap
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2009 Laurance of Margaret River Shiraz
Shows pleasing aromatic characteristics
of red and black berries, and the palate
is fine and supple. Should blossom over
the next few years. ($28.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2008 Griffin Shiraz No.1
Shows
rich cool area fruit and is quite aromatic. The palate is elegantly satisfying. ($19.00) Excellent Value SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Shaw Vineyard Estate Winemakers Selection Shiraz A rich, almost inky
shiraz with a very generous palate. The
colour is a touch advanced, suggesting
early development. ($N/A) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2009
Centennial
Woodside
Shiraz A shiraz of spice and elegance,
with enough fruit intensity for satisfying current drinking. ($24.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Matilda’s Estate Shiraz Attractively spicy, and has good fresh varietal fruit. The quality of the oak falls a
touch short of the fruit, but it’s is still a
very enjoyable drink. ($25.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap

There’s a very clear message here. Forget about labels. Forget about hype.
You don’t need to spend a lot of money
to buy some of the best shiraz in Australia – and the world. The top wines
here can hold their own on any stage.

No. wines tasted 304
Judges: Tim Knappstein, David Bicknell, James Halliday, Andrew Spinaze,
Bryan Currie, Ian McKenzie, Corinna
Wright, Deb Pearce, Sarah Pidgeon,
Adam Foster, Len Sorbello, Phil Trickett,
Lex Howard, Simon Killeen, Ray Wilson
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON

I

was listening to Wolf Blass recently
when he was recalling what the
Australian wine scene was like in
the seventies. Cabernet sauvignon was
king. Shiraz was so hard to sell that
growers uprooted old vines.
Believe it or not, I was around in
the seventies, and, like many young
wine enthusiasts, I absorbed what
the English writers were dishing out.
It took me a while to realise what
rubbish most of it was. The Poms had
been looked after by the Bordelaise
for ages. Therefore it followed that
cabernet-based wines were superior
to the “country” wines of the Rhône.
Add to that the strong protestant
connection with Bordeaux negociants
and you get the picture. The American
and Asian markets still believe it.
What has all that have to do with this
class? In the late sixties and seventies
Australians put cabernet sauvignon
into the ground everywhere. The top
end of these results tells you where
this variety really belongs. LJ

Outstanding
2008 Saracen Estates Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon Does Margaret
River cabernet sauvignon get any better
than this? This wine is classically
regional and classically varietal
in every sense. The cassis aromas
match beautifully with dusty, tobacco
overtones and the top quality French
oak folds beautifully into the long,
powerful palate. Cellar ten years.
($70.00) GOLD & TROPHY
13.0% Screwcap
2005 Wood Block Wines Calligraphus
Cabernet Sauvignon The first thing
that strikes the taster about this wine
is the excellent retention of colour.
The nose and palate confirm the visual
impression. The ripe, intense palate
shows varietal cassis and is wrapped
in fine firm tannins. Top-notch stuff.
Wood Block Wines is an enterprise of
Tim and Sarah Kidman based on old
vine material. ($28.00) Excellent Value
GOLD
14.7% Screwcap
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2006 Maygars Hill Reserve Cabernet
Sauvignon This is a brilliant central
Victorian cabernet which is varietal
and stylish. The cassis aromas carry
a hint of mint, and the palate is long,
with integrated oak. ($34.00) GOLD
14.0% Screwcap
2006 Two Furlongs Show Reserve
Cabernet The price makes a statement
for Mudgee cabernet, but this wine
lives right up to it. It delivers varietal
flavour in layers and the tannin and
oak management are first class. Bravo!
($70.00) GOLD
13.4% Screwcap
2007 Saracen Estates Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon This wine is only
just getting into its stride. The fragrant
blackcurrant aromas are very enticing
and the fine palate has prodigious
length. Cellar. ($70.00) GOLD
13.3% Screwcap

Highly Recommended
2009 Bowen Estate Coonawarra
Cabernet Sauvignon We’re pleased
to see the Bowen cabernet right back
on song. Here we have Coonawarra
beautifully expressed, and the intensity
of fruit, acidity and fine, firm tannins
ensure longevity. ($29.60) Excellent
Value GOLD
14.5% Cork
2008 Saracen Estates Margaret River
Cabernet Sauvignon The blackcurrant
aroma is enhanced by hints of cedar
and leaf. Length of palate is a very
strong point of this firmly structured
cabernet. Cellar. GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Windance Estate Margaret
River Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon
Certainly shows some new oak, but
the intense cassis fruit carries it well.
The palate is long and the tannins are
firm but fine. ($40.00) GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Mount Avoca Cabernet
Sauvignon This cabernet isn’t
short of flavour or structure. The
blackcurrant fruit is intense and the
tannins demand cellaring. It’s all there
– in an inexpensive package. ($25.00)
GOLD
13.5% Screwcap
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2009 Vintners Ridge Estate Cabernet
Sauvignon A very well made wine
with excellent flavour focus and fine,
polished tannins. Strongly varietal and
very appealing. ($26.00) GOLD
14.6% Screwcap
2009 Two Furlongs Show Reserve
Cabernet As if to prove the 2006 was
no fluke, this 2009 shone out. It’s an
intense, tightly coiled cabernet that
demands cellaring, but everything
for successful maturation is there.
($30.00) GOLD
Screwcap
2009 Heafod Glen Cabernet
Sauvignon Shows vibrant cassis with
faintly minty notes. The palate is long,
satisfying and well structured. ($30.00)
GOLD
13.6% Screwcap
2008 Cape Grace Cabernet Sauvignon
This is a substantial cabernet showing
the classic cassis characteristics
together with a suggestion of leaf. The
oak support is well judged and the firm
tannins extend an already-long finish.
Cellar. ($48.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Robert Stein Reserve Cabernet
Sauvignon The success of Mudgee
producer Two Furlongs is echoed by
Robert Stein. This is a very different
style – fragrant and comparatively
elegant. SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2008 Juniper Estate Margaret River
Cabernet Sauvignon Shows excellent
regional and varietal characteristics,
but the fruit is challenged by the oak.
Overall the freshness and intensity of
fruit win the day. ($50.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2010 Pyren Broken Quartz Cabernet
Sauvignon An excellent showing from
this Pyrenees producer. The colour is
bright and the palate is intense, firm
and balanced. ($20.00) SILVER
12.5% Screwcap
2009 Laurance of Margaret River
Icon Cabernet A complex full-bodied
cabernet with masses of of black fruits
and supporting tannins. Needs time.
($40.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
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Recommended
2009 Celestial Bay Cabernet
Sauvignon Has masses of fruit and
oak to match. A solid, intense cabernet.
($22.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2010 Swinging Bridge Cabernet
Sauvignon Very youthful and fresh,
with a hint of mocha to complement
the cassis fruit. ($20.95) SILVER
13.2% Screwcap
2010 Binbilla Special Steps Cabernet
Sauvignon Quite spicy, bright and
fresh, but just a little too oaky. ($25.00)
SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2009 Punters Corner Cabernet
Sauvignon The fruit is classical
Coonawarra – ripe blackcurrant with
the faintest hint of mint – but the oak
is a little too obvious. ($30.00)
SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2008 Trevelen Farm The Tunney
Cabernet Sauvignon A mediumbodied style that is showing attractive
complexity and a hint of leaf. ($23.00)
SILVER
15.0% Screwcap
2009 Jester Hill Touchstone
Cabernet Sauvignon One of the joys
of the Small Vigneron Awards is that
it provides us with the opportunity
to promote makers and regions that
aren’t in the spotlight. This Granite
Belt (Qld.) cabernet is strongly varietal
and very fresh, with a density of flavour
that demands cellaring. ($25.00)
SILVER
14.6% Screwcap
2009 Monichino Cabernet Sauvignon
The red fruits aromas and flavours are
very attractive, and there’s a hint of
mint. The fruit deserves better oak.
($16.00) SILVER
14.1% Screwcap
2009 Redgate Margaret River
Cabernet Sauvignon Quite fragrant
and varietal. Fresh, and comparatively
simple, but has length and varietal
character. The oak is a bit obvious.
($35.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
Cont Page 14
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OTHER RED VARIETIES

F

or all those who will look at
the alcohol level of the winning
wine and throw up their hands
in horror, let me assure you the
wine is big but balanced. There’s no
jamminess or hot finish.

Highly Recommended
2009 Hugh Hamilton The Oddball
Saperavi There’s plenty of colour
and flavour here. Blackcurrants
and spice show on a very fresh nose
and the palate is very generous
indeed, but, at the same time, well
balanced. ($45.00) GOLD & TROPHY
15.5% Cork
2009 Ross Hill Pinnacle Cabernet
Franc The nose is very perfumed,
showing red berry characteristics and
a touch of leaf. Although there is some
acid zip on the finish, the palate is
pleasingly long. ($40.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2008 Sons Of Eden Stauros
Mourvèdre An impressively rich red
that displays hints of earth and graphite.
The palate weight and ripeness are
classic Barossa. A distinctive, varietal
and notable wine. ($100.00) SILVER
14.5% Vinolok
2009 Philip Shaw The Conductor
Merlot This is a fresh spicy, savoury
style that is strong on varietal character.
It just needs a little more fruit weight for
gold. ($20.00) Excellent Value SILVER
13.6% Screwcap
2008 Burge Family Winemakers
Garnacha The nose offers attractive
dark berry and plum aromas without
the common confectionary notes.
There’s plenty of flavour and depth
here. ($25.00) Excellent Value SILVER
15.0% Cork
2007 Kenton Hill Protero Gumeracha
Merlot Shows good plummy fruit with
a hint of leaf. The tannins are firm but
fine. A stylish varietal example. SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
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Recommended
2005 Burge Family Winemakers
Garnacha Shows some attractive
mature notes and retains its fruit well. A
very pleasant drink. ($32.00) SILVER
15.0% Cork
2009 Glenwillow Nebbiolo
d’Yandoit A very well made nebbiolo
which displays the classic rose petal
characteristics and finishes with
fine, firm tannins. ($25.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Glenwillow Barbera d’Yandoit
Attractively brambly and plummy,
offering depth of varietal character,
structure and balance. ($25.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2009 Trandri Nebbiolo Slightly
light but strongly varietal nonetheless.
Well balanced. ($22.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap
2009 919 Wines Durif Fresh,
ripe and varietal, but shows its oak
a little too much. ($38.00) SILVER
14.5% Screwcap
2008 Mandalay Road Zinfandel
Shows some raspberry and
Christmas cake characteristics and
is richly flavoured. ($25.00) SILVER
15.2% Screwcap
2008 Ceravolo Petit Verdot A
deeply coloured, solid wine with bags
of flavour and structure. SILVER
15.5 % Cork
2009 Frog Rock Rick’s Merlot A fresh,
bright plummy, medium-bodied style
that is drinking well. ($25.00) SILVER
12.8% Screwcap
As usual, the “other” red varieties
provided plenty of interest and diversity.
A major disappointment was the
comparative failure of tempranillo.
The class contained 20 wines.
The best tempranillo was the
bronze medal-winning 2010
Juniper Crossing Margaret River..
No. wines tasted 110
Judges: James Halliday, Ian
McKenzie, Lester Jesberg, Corinna
Wright, Bryan Currie, Len Sorbello
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CLASSIC AUSTRALIAN
RED BLEND

W

e’re happy to see that so many
producers continue with
blends of cabernet sauvignon
and shiraz. There’s much to be said about
a combination of varieties that is so very
Australian. The medal strike rate was
good, but unfortunately there was little
excitement.

Highly Recommended
2009 Sandhurst Ridge Fringe Shiraz
Cabernet Sauvignon This makes two in
a row for the Bendigo region’s Sandhurst
Ridge following their win last year with
the 2008. Both grape varieties make their
presence felt and, while the oak plays a
prominent role, it complements the dark
berry and cassis characteristics. Can be
enjoyed now, but will be better in a few years.
($22.00) Excellent Value GOLD & TROPHY
15.0% Screwcap
2009 Rosenthal The Naomi (80% Shiraz,
20% Cabernet Sauvignon) Here’s a lively
red with gentle tannins and vibrant fruit.
A delicious short-term wine from southwest Western Australia with a suggestion
of mint. ($25.00) Excellent Value SILVER
14.0% Screwcap

Recommended
2009 Topper’s Mountain Red This wine
hails from near Armidale in NSW’s cool
New England region. It’s certainly fragrant,
and delivers plenty of flavour. It’s a little
firm, but has potrential. ($N/A) SILVER
Screwcap
2009 Matilda’s Estate Shiraz Cabernet A
bright, fragrant, faintly minty red showing
both red and black berries. It’s not particularly
complex, but offers plenty of drinking
pleasure for the price. ($25.00) SILVER
14.0% Screwcap
2009 Longview Vineyard Red Bucket
Shiraz Cabernet Cruel judges left
this wine on 50.5 points (a silver is
51.0). It’s an intense red showing ripe
blackberry and blackcurrant backed
by supple tannins. ($15.50) BRONZE
14.5% Screwcap
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More imagination needed. This blend
is easy for large companies that can
draw on vast stocks of material. We
know that small producers desire to
maintain their regionality, but given the
availability of material from other places
at the moment, we suggest considering
“importing” some wine for this blend.
No. wines tasted 32
Judges: Tim Knappstein,
Deb Pearce, Phil Trickett

CONTACT DETAILS
Don’t forget, contact details for
all entrants in the Winewise Small
Vigneron Awards can be found on
our web site www.winewise.net.au

I’M AS MAD AS HELL, AND I
CAN’T TAKE IT ANY MORE!
PROOF-READER AVAILABLE
Even in the most up-market
restaurants, it’s rare to read both
the menu and wine list without
encountering misspellings, incorrect
punctuation or poor grammar.
I’m now available for proof-reading
at very affordable rates.
If you’re Gen. X or Gen. Y, you need
me!
Contact me on 0412148577 or
editor@winewise.net.au
Lester Jesberg
Continued from Page 23
2010 Elmswood Estate Cabernet Merlot
There’s a lot of oak showing, but it’s
of very good quality. The fruit carries
it quite well, and the red fruits flavor
finishes long. ($25.00) SILVER
Screwcap
This category provides not only quality,
but value. It caps off a brilliant SVA
for Saracen Estates. If you’re into
cabernet, you must try their wines.
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CABERNET BLENDS

T

he highlight here is undoubtedly
the reinforcement of the cabernet
sauvignon trophy by Saracen
Estates of Margaret River. It is very
clear how much Margaret River (and
WA) dominated this category.

Outstanding
2009 Saracen Estates Cabernet Merlot The
essence of this wine embodies fragrance
and balance. Complexing tobacco and
cedar notes add to the impressive nose.
The palate is a text book demonstration of
length and integration of all components.
($22.00) Excellent Value GOLD & TROPHY
14.4% Screwcap
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2009 Sanguine Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
Cabernet Franc Petit Verdot The colour is
impressively deep and bright, and the red
fruits nose has a vibrant lifted character.
The palate is still a little tight, needing time.
($24.95) Excellent Value SILVER
14.5% Diam cork
2009 Churchview Estate St John’s Limited
Release Cabernet Sauvignon Merlot Petit
Verdot Malbec Plenty of flavour and
weight here. The oak matches the powerful
dark berry fruit and contributes firmness to
the finish. Cellar. ($N/A) SILVER 15.0%
Screwcap
2010 Beach Head by Credaro
Cabernet Merlot There’s a spicy lift
to the attractive blackcurrant fruit and
the palate is long and nicely balanced.
($N/A) SILVER
Screwcap

Highly Recommended

Recommended

2008 Wine by Brad Margaret River
Cabernet Merlot Yet another excellent
bargain basement wine from Brad Wehr.
This one is all about fruit and refinement
– just-right flavor and balance. ($18.00)
Excellent Value GOLD
13.5% Screwcap

2008 Juniper Crossing Margaret River
Cabernet Sauvignon Merlot A generously
flavoured red with a hint of leaf and some
toasty oak. Good short term drinking.
($20.00)
14.0% Screwcap

2009 Matilda’s Estate Cabernet Merlot
Cabernet Franc The Western Australians
keep providing the value. There’s plenty of
flavour and spice here in a firm structure
that would benefit from cellaring. ($18.00)
Excellent Value SILVER
14.0% Screwcap

2009 Churchview Estate Cabernet Merlot
This is a well made blend offering vibrant
fruit, spiciness and nicely integrated oak.
Good drinking. ($N/A) SILVER
15.0% Screwcap
Continued on Page 22
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RHÔNE BLENDS

W

Ines in this category, at their
best, provide utterly delicious
drinking. The synergy
between components can be dynamic,
and, best of all, the style doesn’t demand
long term cellaring.

Outstanding
2009 Sons Of Eden Kennedy GSM
The fresh, perfumed bouquet is
impressive, suggesting red fruits, plums
and spices. Delicacy combines with
richness on a long, finely structured
palate. ($22.00) Excellent Value GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
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2010 Naked Run The Aldo Grenache
Shiraz The fruit is attractive and the
palate supple, but just a touch short.
Enjoyable drinking now. ($18.00) SILVER
15.2% Screwcap
The hit rate for gold and silver meals
clearly indicates the judges’ liking of the
class. Wine loves should always have
some of these very drinkable reds on hand.
No. wines tasted 14
Judges: Andrew Spinaze, Len Sorbello,
Simon Killeen

Highly Recommended
2010 DogRock Degraves Road Shiraz
Grenache Tempranillo Allen Hart
has quickly made headway at his
Pyrenees winery. The Degraves Road
is his flagship wine, and, as such, is
very much in its formative stage. The
fruit is very primary, but the freshness
and length are impressive, as is the
tannin management. ($75.00) GOLD
14.0% Screwcap
2008 Stevens Arrogant Cleanskin
This 50-50 shiraz-grenache performs
way above its price. Made by
Graham Stevens in McLaren Vale,
this is a vibrant, “pretty” wine with
fragrance and a very satisfying palate.
($8.00) Incredible Value SILVER
Screwcap
2009 Mt Billy Harmony Shiraz
Mataro Grenache A dense, powerful
wine with abundant colour and
flavour. The firm, rich palate needs
time to soften. ($29.95) SILVER
15.1% Diam cork

Recommended
2009 B3 Grenache/Shiraz/Mourvèdre
Barossa This is a very drinkable red
which is perfumed and has a pleasing
silkiness to the palate. ($20.00) SILVER
13.5% Screwcap

T

OTHER DRY RED
BLENDS

his class provided some of the
most pleasant surprises of the Small
Vigneron Awards – including a
trophy winner. We urge you to try these
fascinating, imaginative wines.

Outstanding
2010 Mount Majura Vineyard TSG
(Tempranillo, Shiraz, Graciano) Full
marks to Frank Van de Loo, winemaker
at Mount Majura, for having the vision
and courage to establish this fascinating
and successful blend. The great thing
about it is that it is so delicious and
drinkable. This is a genuine mediumbodied red that is perfumed and spicy,
with artfully handled oak. Take a bow
Frank. ($28.00) Excellent Value GOLD
& TROPHY
14.0% Screwcap
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Highly Recommended
2006 Chambers Rosewood Anton
Ruch Shiraz & Mondeuse We were
delighted when the identity of this
wine was revealed by the stewards. For
many years Chambers was associated
with great fortifieds and rustic reds.
This wine sacrifices nothing of its
regional origins, but the glossy purple
colour, vibrant ripe fruit and firm,
savoury tannins reflect winemaking
with a deft touch. ($20.00) Excellent
Value GOLD
15.3% Screwcap
2007 Anderson Verrier Durif Shiraz
Here’s another red that reflects a
resurgence in Rutherglen. As is often
the case with durif, this wine pushes
the pruny fruit boundaries, but stays
on the right side, and the oak and
tannin structure match the fruit
weight. A very well made full-bodied
red. ($29.50) GOLD
14.5% Screwcap
2010 Golden Grove Estate
Accommodation
Creek
Mediterranean Red We admire the
work of winemaker Ray Costanzo,
and this unique blend of tempranillo,
grenache and mourvèdre from the
Granite Belt in Queensland typifies
his forward thinking. It’s a delicious,
spicy, very approachable red with fine
tannins. ($18.00) Excellent Value
SILVER
14.5% Screwcap

Recommended
2009 Fox Gordon By George
Cabernet Tempranillo An elegant
style with excellent bright colour.
Its spiciness complements the dark
berry aromas very well. ($19.95)
14.0% Screwcap
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2 01 2 Fr a n k l a n d E s t a t e
International Riesling Tasting

T

his is Frankland Estate’s sixth
celebration of the quality and
diversity of the world’s finest
riesling wines. It’s not-to-be-missed
celebration of the most noble of white
wines, in all its diversity of style and
regional nuances.
Tastings, masterclasses, lunches and
dinners over this two day event offer
a rare opportunity to discover the
astonishing diversity of the riesling
grape. Dry, off-dry and sweet rieslings
from new and old world regions will
be examined – from as far afield as
the Finger Lakes USA, Slovenia,
South Africa, Alsace and Germany,
to the riesling-producing regions
within Australia.The tastings will be
facilitated by an expert panel led by
Jancis Robinson, world-renowned
wine commentator and Master of
Wine and Berlin-based international
riesling authority Stuart Pigott.
The event is part of an international
‘Riesling Coalition’ pioneered by
Frankland Estate, which sees similar
major Riesling celebrations hosted
annually in different parts of the
world.
The objective of the two day event is
to encourage and promote a greater
understanding and enjoyment of
this wonderful grape variety. The
programme, like a glass of fine
riesling, seeks to both ravish the
senses and stimulate the intellect.

Please note:
Further information and online
booking via
www.franklandestate.com.au to be
available soon.

No. wines tasted 24
Judges: Andrew Spinaze,
Len Sorbello, Simon Killeen
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SPARKLING

part from the wines below, the
sparkling class was lacklustre.
Too many wines lacked flavour,
complexity and/or freshness.

S
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FORTIFIED
adly, we don’t have a lot to report
here, but the top wine upholds
Rutherglen’s honour.

Highly Recommended

Highly Recommended

2005 Hugh Hamilton The Strumpet
Chardonnay Pinot Noir This is an
intense, fresh, complex sparkling wine
which has a very fine and creamy
mousse. Sophisticated winemaking.
($35.00) GOLD & TROPHY
13.0% Cork

NV Chambers Rosewood Grand
Muscat This is a luscious, very
complex and venerable fortified with
layers of flavour. It is a very good
example of the style, and even though
it could use a little more freshening, it
makes the grade. ($60.00) GOLD &
TROPHY
18.5% Screwcap

2009 Ceravolo Sparkling Shiraz A
stand-out among the sparkling reds.
Described by panel leader Ian McKenzie
as “a lovely youngster”, this is a vibrant
sparkler with a creamy mousse and a
beautifully balanced palate. ($19.95)
Excellent Value GOLD
Cork
2007 Ghost Rock Vineyard Catherine
Pinot Noir Chardonnay Shows
excellent fruit with a touch of bottle
age and lees complexity. The palate
is fresh, long and creamy. ($45.00)
GOLD
12.5% Cork

Recommended
2007 Elgee Park Cuvée Brut A rich,
full style with lees complexity and
commendable freshness. ($45.00)
SILVER
12.3% Cork
No. Wines tasted 40
Judges: Tim Knappstein, Ian
McKenzie, Corinna Wright, Adam
Foster, Lex Howard, Ray Wilson

NSW SMALL WINEMAKERS
SHOW
Trophy Winners
2009 Mistletoe Wines Reserve Semillon
2008 Tertini Wines Riesling
2011 Coolangatta Estate Verdelho
2011 David Hook Old Vines Pothana
Semillon (cont. next column)

Recommended
2007 Anderson Cellar Block Black
Gold The floral spirit lifts the fresh
blackcurrant nose, and the palate
has length and balance. Will definitely
benefit from cellaring.
($30.00)
SILVER
18.0% Cork
NV Burge Family Winemakers V.O.
Tawny Shows the classic tawny colour
and considerable rancio complexity.
This aged fortified has been freshened
well, but is a little too sweet for a gold.
($36.00) SILVER
19.5% Cork
No. Wines tasted 16
Judges: James Halliday, David
Bicknell, Corinna Wright

Cont
2010 Leogate Estate Early Release
Reserve Chardonnay
2009 Audrey Wilkinson Reserve
Chardonnay
2006 Lillypilly Noble Harvest
2009 Stockmans Ridge Outlaw Shiraz
2009 Shaw Vineyard Estate Canberra
District Merlot
2010 Windowrie Estate “The Mill”
Cabernet Merlot
2010 Angullong Bulls Roar Tempranillo
2008 Chalkers Crossing Hilltops Shiraz
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International Shiraz
Tasting

W

inewise magazine conducts
an International tasting each
year in conjunction with its
Small Vigneron Awards. This year five
highly regarded wines were selected
from each of four countries – Australia,
France, New Zealand and the U.S.A.
The wines (two bottles of each) were
tasted blind, poured by stewards in
random order, out of sight of all 16
judges. The judging line-up was world
class, all being very experienced and
widely-tasted internationally. They
were.
Lester Jesberg: Editor, Winewise
Maazine
Len Sorbello: Winewise Magazine
Lex Howard: Winewise Magazine
Ray Wilson: Winewise Magazine

August 2011

for nose and 10 for palate. Gold medal
is >18.4, Silver is 17.0 – 18.4, Bronze
is 15.5 – 16.9. We have no time for the
hundred point system which, in reality
is a 13 step system (87-100) yielding
meaningless clumping between 91-94.
Winewise ratings are roughly based
on the 20 point system, and we use
the categories Outstanding, Highly
Recommended, Recommended,
Agreeable, Acceptable and
Unacceptable.

Outstanding
2006 Sine Qua Non Raven California
Syrah No.3 The Sine Qua Non is
stunning in all respects. The nose is a
very complex one in which Asian spice
aromas intermingle with those of red
and black fruits and high-quality oak.
The palate is beautifully poised, with a
prodigiously long finish. 13 gold medal
scores/1 silver/2 bronze/16 judges
15.5% Cork USA

Phil Trickett: Winewise Magazine
James Halliday: Author and international wine authority
Ian McKenzie: Consulting oenologist
Tim Knappstein: Winemaker,
Riposte Wines
Andrew Spinaze: Chief Winemaker,
Tyrrell’s Wines
David Bicknell: Chief Winemaker,
Oakridge Wines
Bryan Currie: Chief Winemaker,
WestEnd Wines
Sarah Pidgeon: Winemaker, Wynns
Coonawarra
Deb Pearce: Writer & taster
Adam Foster: Winemaker, Syrhami
Wines
Corinna Wright: Winemaker,
Olivers Taranga
Simon Killeen: Winemaker, Stanton
& Killeen
For this tasting we used the 20
point system of Australian Wine
Shows. It allows scoring in half-point
steps usually from 10 points (utterly
undrinkable) to 19.5. The system is
based on the maximum 3 for colour, 7

2007 Dumol Russian River Valley
Syrah This wine offers all the classic
shiraz characteristics – dark berries,
red berries, licorice and spice – all
wrapped in a superb package of fine
skin tannins and high quality oak.
The intensity and length of palate are
particularly impressive. 9 G/5 S/2 B
14.2% Cork USA
2007 St Joseph l’Arzelle (Les Vins de
Vienne) A thoroughly modern young
Rhône that is bright and peppery. The
palate is an exemplary demonstration
of finesse and persistence, with flavours
in the red berry range. Incidentally,
this was the least expensive
imported wine – about $45.00 at
Dan Murphy stores. 9 G/5 S/2 B
13.0% Cork France
2007 Cayuse Vineyards Cailloux
Vineyard Syrah This is a complex
Washington State wine of considerable
elegance. There seems to be some
whole-bunch influence on the spicy red
fruits nose and the tannins are very fine,
providing perfect balance. 10 G/ 4 S/ 2 B
14.6% Cork USA
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2006 Mount Langi Ghiran Langi
Shiraz The fragrance and spice in the
bouquet of this wine greatly enhance
the vibrant dark berry and cherry
varietal characteristics. The oak impact
is fairly significant, but the intense
fruit absorbs the wood with ease,
and very fine skin tannins complete a
brilliant wine. 7 G/ 5 S/4 B
14.5% Screwcap Australia
2007 Shaw and Smith Adelaide Hills
Shiraz Plenty of violets and spice
perfume here, together with vibrant
fruit and a fine, long palate with
balanced French oak and enticing dark
fruits flavour. This wine is evolving
slowly. 7 G/7 S/1 B
14.0% Screwcap Australia
2007 Carlisle Russian River Valley
Syrah The fruit flavour comes in layers
– dark cherry, plums and blackcurrant.
There are also hints of star anise and
licorice. The skin tannins and oak are
firm, but carried comfortably by the
strong varietal flavour. 6 G/ 5 S/ 5 B
14.0% Cork USA

Highly Recommended
2007 Aurora Bendigo Central
Otago Syrah The red fruit and faint
black pepper aromas are particularly
enticing, as is the very long, silky
palate with particularly fine tannins
and subtle oak. 5 G/ 8 S/ 2 B
14.0% Screwcap NZ
2006 Sequel Columbia Valley Syrah
There’s an Australian connection
here, in that legendary winemaker
John Duval put his fingerprint on this
wine. It’s a substantial shiraz, showing
blackberry, licorice and iodine together
with lashings of well-seasoned oak. It
needs time to come together fully, but
has great potential. 5 G/7 S/ 4 B
14.7% Cork USA
2006 Côte Rôtie La Mouline (Guigal)
La Mouline is recognized, with
considerable justification, as one of
the great shiraz wines of the world.
Reviewers who do not taste “blind”
(and some who do), would have been
tempted to alter the results and move
this wine up. We see no reason to do
so. This is an excellent example of Côte
Rôtie. It’s spicy, fine and elegant, but in
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some vintages Marcel Guigal overdoes
the oak, and this may be one. Time will
tell. 5 G/6 S/ 2B
13.5% Cork France
2007 Church Road Reserve Hawkes
Bay Syrah There were some serious
split votes that influenced the scores of
some of the New Zealand wines. This is
a classic example. Yours truly awarded
19.0 points and James Halliday upped
the ante with 19.5! However, there
were also several scores in the fifteens
and sixteens. The high-scoring judges
found the pepperiness, allied with
the dark berry/cherry fruit, exciting.
Others found the pepper character
excessive. However, few could argue
with the length and seamlessness of
the palate. 7 G/2 S/5 B
13.5% Cork NZ
2007 Tyrrell’s Vat 9 Hunter Shiraz
Most Australian wine lovers should
wake from their slumber and lock in the
Hunter as a region to follow for shiraz.
Vintage 2006 was a turning point,
and this wine fits the medium-bodied
criterion for our tasting perfectly. It’s
a precise, focused, vibrant shiraz with
none of the old farmyard character. In
fact, the nose shows rose petals and
spice rather than cowshed, and the
palate is savoury and long, supported
by the finest tannins. 5 G/6 S/5 B
13.5% Screwcap Australia
2007 Paringa Estate Mornington
Peninsula Shiraz Winewise has long
pointed out the quality of the Paringa
Estate reds. We asked Paringa for the
2007 Reserve Shiraz, but the 2007
Pinot Noir arrived, necessitating a
last minute, desperate search for the
appropriate wine. We came up with
this 2007 “standard” shiraz. Clearly, it
has acquitted itself well. The fragrant,
fresh dark cherry aromas and flavours
impress, and the tannins are firm but
fine. The oak needs a few years to settle
in. 3 G/7 S/4 B
14.0% Screwcap Australia
2007 Cornas (Domaine Clape) This
wine treads the tightrope between
ripeness and greenness. It delivers
a delightfully perfumed, peppery
bouquet, but the tannins tend green,
challenging the red berry fruit. 4 G/4
S/4 B
13.0% Cork France
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2007 Clonakilla Shiraz Viognier
Probably the surprise, rather than
disappointment, of the tasting is the
fact that the Clonakilla received only
one gold medal score. There’s nothing
to worry about. This is a very youthful
wine in which the firm finish controls
the palate at the moment. The positive
attributes are the spice, perfume and
fresh red fruits aromas and flavours.
1 G/ 7 S/8 B
14.0% Screwcap Australia
2007 Craggy Range Le Sol Gimblett
Gravels Syrah We return to the
quandary of split votes for the New
Zealand wines. In this case the six
gold medal scores were countered by
several bronzes. Again that cool-grown
pepperiness was prominent, but this
wine really delivers the goods by way of
a long, silky, perfectly balanced palate.
6 G/1 S/9 B
14.0% Cork New Zealand
2007 Trinity Hill Homage Syrah The
NZ paradox continues! Again Halliday
and Jesberg awarded golds for the red
berry/spice and fine tannins. Others
questioned the level of oak, but this
wine should age well. 3 G/4 S/7 B
14.5% Cork New Zealand

Recommended
2007 Hermitage (J.L. Chave) This
wine has positives in terms of classic
red fruits and spice characteristics,
but it also shows a green steminess
and some brettanomyces hardness.
1 G/5 S/6 B
14.0% Cork France

Agreeable
2006 Côte Rôtie La Mordorée
(Chapoutier) Sadly, this wine lacks
vibrancy of fruit and the classic
perfume. The dullness may be corkrelated, but both bottles showed
similar characteristics. 1 G/3 S/8 B
13.5% Cork France
2007 Mission Huchet Gimblett
Gravels Syrah A very harsh wine
with over-extracted firmness which is
out of balance with the fruit. Possible
brettanomyces. 1 G/ 1 S/ 8 B
14.5% Cork New Zealand
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This tasting is certainly not a definitive
international contest. It is merely
a selection of 20 medium-bodied
wines that we hope provide food for
thought. However, we can confidently
state that the best of US shiraz is
under-appreciated – even in the USA.

Finally, sealing wines with cork does
the wine consumer no favours. Over
40 years’ experience with screwcaps
in Australia has proved beyond doubt
that it is the best seal for a bottle of
wine – white or red. The issue has little
to do with cork taint, and everything to
do with sporadic (random) oxidation.

Regardless of the quality or length
of a cork, every bottle seals slightly
differently, allowing varying levels of
air to enter and sulphur dioxide to
exit. The process begins immediately
and the effect is magnified by time.

This scenario – excellent wine at
one extreme and undrinkable ones
at the other, with all stages in
between – is played out in every
case of wine sold under cork.

Wine under screwcap ages slowly and
evenly, and there is little or no variation
from bottle to bottle. Diam cork may
lessen the incidence of taint, but it does
not solve the oxidation problem. We
are very disappointed that some New
Zealand makers, from the country that
led the screwcap charge, persist with
the cursed cork in their best wines.

The French at this point are
a lost cause, caught somewhere
between ignorance and arrogance.
The makers of the excellent US
wines in this tasting would do well to
consult Peter.Godden@awri.com.au for
information on the bottle closure trials at
the Australian Wine Research Institute.
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2011 INTERNATIONAL
SWEET WINE CHALLENGE

I

had the honour and pleasure of
chairing the 2011 International
Sweet White Challenge at Griffith,
NSW. With me were two very talented
judges Ben Edwards and Simon
Nunns.
The trophy winners below are all wines
of the highest quality.
Best Medium Sweet 2010 Delatite
Winery Catherine Gewürztraminer
Best Young Sweet, Floral Styles
2011 Seifried Estate Winemaker’s
Collection “Sweet Agnes” Riesling (NZ)
Best Young Sweet – other varieties
and blends 2010 d’Arenberg The Noble
Botryotinia
Best Mature Sweet Floral Styles
2009 Forrest Wines Riesling (NZ)
Best Mature Sweet White Semillon
Predominant 2009 Berton Vineyards
Botrytis Semillon
Best Mature Sweet Other Varieties
and blends 2008 Lillypilly Noble Blend
Best Sweet White from the Museum
Class 2002 Lillypilly Noble Blend
International Sweet Wine of the Year
Lillypilly 2008 Noble Blend
I was particularly happy to discover
that the Small Vigneron Awards trophy
winner also took the top award here.
I didn’t judge the class in the SVA,
so this result merely reinforces our
opinion of a very fine sweet white.
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EUROPEAN WINE JOURNEY

W

e based ourselves at Garda,
only a couple of hours down
the autostrada from Argegno,
for our visit to Vinitaly. Experience
had taught us that staying in Verona,
although it appeared attractive and
close to the Vinitaly venue, was
expensive, and public transport and
taxis were under great pressure from
the thousands of visitors to the wine
fair. Better to stay in the lakeside calm
of Garda and enjoy the leisurely one
hour drive into Vinitaly.
Garda is like two Lygon Streets on the
lakefront, but good meals can be had in
small restaurants in the back streets.
Our only wine advice is to avoid all reds
from Bardolino! We stayed at the Hotel
Roma, and recommend it. Situated on
the lake front, the Roma has friendly
staff, and offers rooms with sweeping
lake views at reasonable prices. Check
it out at http://www.hotelromagarda.
it/. Garda is also an ideal jumping-off
point for ferry trips around the very
large, scenically-attractive lake.
At Vinitaly (photo next page) we caught
up with our friends Fabio Oberto
(Andrea Oberto, Barolo), Roberto
Pucci (San Vincenti,Chianti) and
Lauro Divincenti (Valchiarò, Friuli)
from whom we import wine. Vinitaly
is massive, and the options are almost
infinite, but we decided to explore the
wines of Etna in Sicily. We had tasted
some examples from Passopisciaro
in Australia, and been captivated by
them. The reds are blends of nerello
mascalese and nerello cappuccio
grown at altitude, and are fascinating,
perfumed wines, caught somewhere
between Beaune and Barolo.
After spending two days on our Etna
project, we realised we were in love
with the wine of Romeo Del Castello,
a small estate based on 70 year old
vines owned by Rosanna Romeo Del
Castello. The operation is overseen by
Salvo Foti, and the single wine, Vigo,
is made at Benanti.
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The drive from Garda to the small town
of Pont-en-Royans in the northern alps
of France took most of the day but,
with the majority of travel on toll roads
and constantly changing mountain
scenery, it seemed to pass quickly. We
had rented a gîte for a week on a walnut
farm on the outskirts of town and, as
usual, we were warmly welcomed by
the proprietors. If you are not aware of
the gîte system in France, take a look
at http://en.gites-de-france.com/.
When organising our travel in France,
I spend many enjoyable hours on this
site, seeking out the accommodation
that suits us best.
Pont-en-Royans, situated about 30 km
north-east of Valence and a similar
distance south-west of Grenoble,
is a fascinating town ideally placed
for exploring the Rhône valley. It is
renowned for its amazing maisons
suspendues, literally “suspended
houses” which hang precariously over
the Bourne River, many metres below.
Another feature of Pont-en-Royans is
the Hotel du Musée de l’Eau (http://
www.musee-eau.com/). This wellrun establishment was our centre of
operations because it has an excellent
restaurant and bar, together with free
wireless internet. The management
could not have been more helpful, and
the hotel is of a high standard.
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Attached to the hotel, as the name
suggests, is a museum of water.
This may not appear exciting, but we
enjoyed spending an hour looking at
exhibits detailing the origins of water
and its many uses. There are also
hands-on displays for the kids (and
adults who don’t mind getting a little
wet).
Leaving the museum, we entered the
bar à eau, where hundreds of bottled
waters from around the world are
available. We decided on a bottle of
water from the river Spey in Scotland
because of its association with the
famous malt whiskeys. It came as no
surprise to find it clean, fresh and
remarkably neutral.
A couple of hours driving northwards
took us to the beautiful village of
Fuissé in the Mâcon region where we
tasted the top-notch chardonnays of
Jean-Claude du Roure at Domaine du
Roure de Paulin. Then we travelled to
a rendezvous with Mathieu Lapierre
(nephew of the late Marcel) at a fair for
“natural” wines in Beaujolais.
The 2010 Lapierre Morgon was
excellent, but we’ve never tasted so
many poor, oxidised wines under one
roof.
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